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The P Word: Plagiarism and its Definitions 

 
When we talk about plagiarism in everyday conversation, we’re generally referring to any form of cheating 
that also involves writing. While this cultural understanding is accurate, it is also vague. In order to avoid 
plagiarism, we have to be aware of all the ways in which plagiarism is defined and consider why those 
definitions are ethically unsound -- why they fall into that broad category of “cheating.” This handout provides 
the technical definition of plagiarism, its several sub-definitions -- detailing many circumstances in which 
claiming the words or ideas of another as your own constitutes plagiarism – as well as Mount Saint Mary 
College’s official definition of academic dishonesty. 
 
 

Plagiarism               
As defined in the Oxford English Dictionary. 
 
“The action or practice of taking someone else's work, idea, etc., and passing it off as one's own; literary 
theft.” 
 
 

The Sub-Definitions of Plagiarism           
Modified from Andrea Lunsford’s The Everyday Writer and materials at plagiarism.org, turnitin.com, and 
geteducated.com.  

 
1. The Clone (Ghost Writer): 

Submitting another’s work, word-for-word, as your own. Purchasing an essay off the internet or coaxing someone 
else to write your essay. 

 
2. The CTRL-C (Photocopy): 

Copying portions of text from a single source without altering, quoting, or citing. 
 

3. The Find-and-Replace (Unsuccessful or Insufficient Paraphrase): 
Changing key words and phrases but retaining the essential content of the source, paraphrasing too lightly by 
changing only a few words, copying exact phrases, or using the same sentence structures as the original source.  

 
4. The Remix (Patchwork or Mashup): 

Paraphrasing from multiple sources and altering the different sections so they fit together. Patching bits from 
several sources together and claiming the resulting whole as your own work. 
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5. The Recycle (Self Plagiarism or Double Dipping): 
Borrowing from your own previous work without citation. Submitting previous work that has already received credit 
for another assignment. Reusing your own work without citing where it appeared originally. Submitting the same 
assignment for two different classes. 

 
6. The Hybrid (Tricking You Into Not Noticing): 

Combining perfectly cited sources with copied passages. 
 

7. The 404 Error (Mis-Informer): 
Including citations to non-existent or inaccurate sources. 

 
8. The Aggregator (Master Researcher): 

Including proper citation to sources, but using those sources to patch together the whole paper, which then contains 
almost no original work. The Aggregator is similar to the Remix (#4), except that it includes proper citations. 

 
9. The Re-Tweet (Missing Quotations): 

Including proper citation but relying too closely on the text’s original wording and/or structure without the 
appropriate use of quotation marks. The Re-Tweet is similar to the Find-and-Replace (#3), except that including 
quotations around the insufficiently paraphrased material would correct the problem. 

 
10. The Fabrication (Fictionalizing Your Research): 

Making up data, results, or quotations and recording or reporting them as legitimate sources.  
 

11. The Falsification (Taking Creative Liberties): 
Manipulating research materials, equipment, or processes, or changing or omitting data or results such that the 
research is not accurately represented in the writing. 

 
12. The Misquote (Putting Words in Her Mouth): 

Quoting (a text, a person, etc.) incorrectly or inaccurately. 
 
 

Mount Saint Mary College’s Definitions of Academic Dishonesty      
Slightly modified from the policy outlined in the Mount Saint Mary College Student Handbook. 
 
1. Cheating: 

Using or attempting to use, or giving or attempting to give, unauthorized materials (such as information, assistance, 
or study aids) in any academic exercise or evaluation (such as a test), unless the nature of the academic exercise 
requires collaboration with other students or materials. 

 
2. Plagiarism: 

Either intentionally or accidentally copying or imitating the words, ideas, or work of others and passing them off as 
one's own original work. 

 
3. Falsification: 

Forgery or intentional misuse of academic documents, records, or forms. 
 

While the Mount’s policy may seem less extensive than the list of plagiarism’s sub-definitions, all sub-
definitions would fall under one of the umbrellas of academic dishonesty – cheating, plagiarism, or 
falsification. For this reason, it’s important for all writers at the Mount to be aware of the various definitions 
of plagiarism detailed on this handout. 


